WORKSHOP
THE KEY TO INNOVATIVE ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE AND PRODUCT
CREATION - LEAN SERVICE CREATION CRASH COURSE
SUMMARY
This session will focus on Futurice’s Lean Service Creation (LSC) methodology: a design process
and a handbook that combine the best practices of Design Thinking, Lean Startup, and Agile
Development. The LSC Crash Course is an intensive one-day, learn-by-doing design sprint.
During the day you will familiarise yourself with LSC tools, sharpen your skills in user insights
gathering and validate concepts with minimal, lovable products. Lean Service Creation is the
embodiment of Futurice’s 16 years of experience in creating digital services. We have consolidated
our expertise into a set of tools, which we’ve iterated and validated for the past two years. We
have used it in over hundreds commercial projects, training workshops, and in university design
teaching. We use the methodology in our own projects, our internal training, and in doing our
business.
LSC Crash Course is valuable for managers and business owners, as well as designers,
developers and product owners. Basically, it’s for everybody, because the digital world will demand
your whole organisation change. No previous knowledge of the toolset is required.
Crash course will provide you with intuitive LSC-toolset which you can start utilising to your
current and future projects. You also receive Open Source Tools for Change Agents -book, which
tells our client’s experiences about changing the ways of working and instructions to LSC-tools.
KEY POINTS
•
•
•
•
•

Customer centric co-creation
Self-guiding teams
Innovation culture
Build - measure - learn
Change management
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TIMETABLE 25TH OF JUNE
9.00

Seating of participants, introduction of speaker

17.00 End of the workshop
Duration: 8 hours

ORGANISER
MIRKKA LÄNSISALO, FUTURICE
Mirkka works as Culture Advisory Lead at Futurice. She has an
extensive background in building successful services for clients in
different fields, and helping them grow their business.
Before working at Futurice, Mirkka worked for over decade at Nokia,
ensuring the UX of their mobile devices were globally loved.
Mirkka has a degree in administrative sciences from the University
of Tampere, and is currently working on her PhD around digital
transformation.
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